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ASSOCIATED D� AND DIJET PRODUCTION AT HERAAS A TEST OF THE kT-FACTORIZATION APPROACH�S.P. BaranovLebedev Institute of PhysisLeninsky prosp. 53, Mosow 117924, RussiaH. Jung, L. JönssonDepartment of Elementary Partile Physis, Lund UniversityBox 118 SE 22100 Lund, SwedenS. PadhiDepartment of Physis, MGill University, Montreal, Quebe, Canada, H3A 2T8and N.P. ZotovSkobeltsyn Institute of Nulear Physis, Mosow State UniversityMosow 119992, Russia(Reeived July 18, 2002)In the framework of the semi-hard (kT-fatorization) approah, we ana-lyze the various harm prodution proesses in the kinemati region overedby the HERA experiments.PACS numbers: 12.38.�t, 13.60.�r, 13.87.Ce1. IntrodutionThe present note is a short version of our paper [1℄ where we haveattempted a systemati omparison of the theoretial preditions of thekT-fatorization approah [2�4℄ with experimental data regarding the harmprodution proesses at HERA. The prodution of open-�avored � pairs inep-ollisions is desribed in terms of the photon�gluon fusion mehanism. A� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3257)



3258 S.P. Baranov et al.generalization of the usual parton model to the kT-fatorization approahimplies two essential steps. These are the introdution of unintegratedgluon distributions and the modi�ation of the gluon spin density matrixin the parton-level matrix elements. The matrix-element squared for openheavy quark prodution has already been alulated in [3,4℄, whih we labelCE-CCH in the following. In [5℄ (labelled as SZ) the alulation of the ma-trix elements for open heavy quark prodution has been repeated. In [6, 7℄(labelled as BZ) the method of orthogonal amplitudes [8℄ was applied. Inthe alulation of CE-CCH and SZ the photon is treated in a similar way aswas the gluon in [3℄: G�� = "�g "��g = k�T gk�T gjkT gj2 : (1)This formula onverges to the usual P "�"�� = �g�� when kT ! 0.In SZ and BZ the omplete set of matrix elements have been tested forgauge invariane by substituting the gluon momenta with their polarizationvetors showing expliitly the gauge invariane of the matrix element inorder O(�s).The hard sattering ross setion for a boson gluon fusion proess iswritten as a onvolution of the partoni ross setion �̂(xg; kT; �g� ! q�q)with the kT dependent (unintegrated) gluon density A(x; k2T; �2) (here andin the following kT is a shorthand notation for j~kTj with ~kT being the two-dimensional vetor of the transverse momentum of the gluon):� = Z dk2TdxgA(xg; k2T; �2)�̂(xg; kT; �g� ! q�q) ; (2)with the o�-shell matrix elements either given by CE-CCH, SZ or by BZ. Themultidimensional integrations an be performed by means of Monte-Carlotehnique either by using VEGAS [9℄ for the pure parton level alulations,or by using the full Monte Carlo event generator Casade [10�12℄.Sine it is di�ult to ompare the di�erent matrix elements with eahother analytially, we have performed several numerial heks. Whereasthe alulations of CE-CCH and SZ agree perfetly in all ases, a systematidi�erene of the order of � 10% to the alulation of BZ is observed. Sinewe obtained agreement in the high energy limit, this an be attributed tothe e�et of the small x approximation.It is also interesting to onsider the limit kT ! 0 of the matrix elements.A smooth behavior for kT ! 0 is observed. It is also interesting to note thatthe parton subproess ross setion starts to derease at k2T �> 4m2. Theregion k2T > 4m2 is still ontributing to the total ross setion signi�antly,showing one of the main di�erenes to the usual ollinear approximation,where this region is ompletely ignored.



Assoiated D� and Dijet Prodution at HERA : : : 32592. The unintegrated gluon distributionsCross setion alulations require an expliit representation of the kTdependent (unintegrated) gluon density A(x; k2T; �2). We have used threedi�erent representations, one (JB) oming from a leading-order perturbativesolution of the BFKL equations [13℄, the seond set (JS) derived from anumerial solution of the CCFM equation [10, 11℄ and the third (KMR)from solution of a ombination of the BFKL and DGLAP equations [14℄.We show a omparison of the gluon density distributions at �2 =100 GeV2 obtained from JB, JS and KMR as a funtion of x for di�er-ent values of k2T and as a funtion of k2T for di�erent values of x. All threeunintegrated gluon distributions show a signi�antly di�erent behavior as afuntion of x but even more as a funtion of kT. It will be interesting to see,how this di�erent behavior is re�eted in the predition of ross setions forexperimentally observable quantities like harm prodution at HERA.3. Numerial results and disussionA omparison between model preditions and data in priniple has tobe made on hadron level and only if it turns out that hadronization ef-fets are small will a omparison to parton level preditions make sense.However, a full simulation even of the partoni �nal state, inluding the ini-tial and �nal state QCD asade needs a full Monte Carlo event generator.Suh a Monte Carlo generator based on kT-fatorization and using expli-itly o�-shell matrix elements for the hard sattering proess onvoluted withkT-unintegrated gluon densities is presently only o�ered by the Casade[10�12℄ program whih uses the CCFM unintegrated gluon distribution.In the Ref. [1℄ we systematially ompared the preditions from the kT-fatorization approah to published data on harm prodution at HERA. Forthis we use D� photo-prodution data from ZEUS [16℄ and D� produtionin deep inelasti sattering from both ZEUS [17℄ and H1 [18℄. First we al-ulate observables using a pure parton level alulation based on the matrixelement alulation of BZ inluding the Peterson fragmentation funtion [19℄for the transition from the harm quark to the observed D� meson. Thenwe ompare the result with a full hadron level simulation using the MonteCarlo generator Casade with the matrix element of CE-CCH. Also herethe Peterson fragmentation funtion is used but now with z being de�nedas the light-one momentum fration in the enter-of-mass system of thestring onneting the harm quark with its light quark partner, as imple-mented in Jetset/Pythia [20℄. We hoose the JS unintegrated gluon forthis omparison.



3260 S.P. Baranov et al.Next we investigate on parton level di�erent unintegrated gluon densities.After the optimal hoie of model parameters has been found for the JBgluon density, giving the best possible agreement with data, we show aomparison to the JS and KMR unintegrated gluon density. We then studythe sensitivity of the model preditions to the details of the unintegratedgluon density, the harm mass and the sale.We observed [1℄ that the pT distribution of D� mesons both in photo-prodution and deep inelasti sattering is in general well desribed, bothwith the full hadron level simulation as implemented in Casade and alsowith the parton level alulation supplemented with the Peterson fragmen-tation funtion. We an thus onlude, that the pT distribution is only littlesensitive to the details of the harm fragmentation.We also onsider the rapidity distribution of the produed D�. In photo-prodution and in DIS the di�erential ross setion d�=d�, where � is thepseudo-rapidity of the D� meson, is sensitive to the hoie of the uninte-grated gluon distribution, but one has to keep in mind that espeially the �distribution is also sensitive to the details of the ! D� fragmentation, andtherefore a lear distintion of the unintegrated gluon distributions based onthis quantity alone might be questionable.We observed, that the parton level predition inluding the Petersonfragmentation funtion is not able to desribe the measurement over the fullrange of �. The e�et of a full hadron level simulation is learly visible asCasade provides a muh better desription of the experimental data.Then we investigate the x distribution, whih is sensitive to the de-tails of the initial state asade. We ompare the preditions from a pureparton level alulation and a full event simulation of Casade with themeasurements.At the end we showed, motivated by preliminary studies of ZEUS [21℄,preditions whih are sensitive to the details of the heavy quark produtionmehanism.The ZEUS ollaboration has measured harm and assoiated jet pro-dution [16℄. The experimentally observed xOBS spetrum shows a tail tosmall values of xOBS , indiating that the hardest emission is indeed not al-ways oming from the harm quarks. A signi�ant part of the ross setionomes from events, where the gluon is the jet with the largest transversemomentum [7℄. A omparison of the measurement from the ZEUS ollabo-ration [16℄ with the predition from the full event simulation of Casadeusing the JS unintegrated gluon distribution and applying jet reonstrutionand jet seletion at the hadron level shows a reasonably good agreement. Wean onlude that the kT-fatorization approah e�etively simulates heavyquark exitation and indeed the hardest pT emission omes frequently froma gluon in the initial state gluon asade.



Assoiated D� and Dijet Prodution at HERA : : : 3261Other interesting quantities are the angular distributions of resolved pho-ton like events (xOBS < 0:75) ompared to the diret-photon like events(xOBS > 0:75) [21℄ and also the ones of dijet events when the D� proeedsalong the photon diretion, (i.e. �D� < 0) and one where it travels along theproton diretion (i.e. �D� > 0). In the kT-fatorization approah the angu-lar distribution will be determined from the o�-shell matrix element, whihovers both sattering proesses. Comparisons of the Casade results withthe ZEUS experimental data for these angular distributions were done byPadhi at this Workshop [22℄. 4. ConlusionWe have shown, that the kT-fatorization approah an be onsistentlyused to desribe measurements of harm prodution at HERA, whih areknown to be not well reprodued in the ollinear approah. We have alsoshown, that in kT-fatorization, resolved photon like proesses are e�etivelysimulated inluding the proper angular distributions. The kT-fatorizationapproah has beome now a hallenging tool to understand the underlyingdynamial proesses in high energy ollisions.S.B. and N.Z. thank the Royal Swedish Aademy of Siene for support.The work is supported in part by the RFBR grant 02-02-17513.REFERENCES[1℄ S.P. Baranov, H. Jung, L. Jönsson, S. Padhi, N.P. Zotov, Eur. Phys. J. C24,425 (2002).[2℄ L. Gribov, E. Levin, M. Ryskin, Phys. Rep. 100, 1 (1983).[3℄ J. Collins, R. Ellis, Nul. Phys. B360, 3 (1991).[4℄ S. Catani, M. Ciafaloni, F. Hautmann, Nul. Phys. B366, 135 (1991).[5℄ V. Saleev, N. Zotov, Mod. Phys. Lett. A11, 25 (1996).[6℄ S. Baranov, N. Zotov, Phys. Lett. B458, 389 (1999).[7℄ S. Baranov, N. Zotov, Phys. Lett. B491, 111 (2000).[8℄ R. Prange, Phys. Rev. 110, 240 (1958).[9℄ G.P. Lepage, J. Comp. Phys. 27,192 (1978).[10℄ H. Jung, hep-ph/9908497.[11℄ H. Jung, G. Salam, Eur. Phys. J. C19, 351 (2001).[12℄ H. Jung, Comput. Phys. Commun. 143, 100 (2002),http://www.quark.lu.se/ hannes/asade/.
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